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WOW!! I loved this novella. It's focus is on Rylee and Liam, which is exactly what I needed. After

reading Tracker (book 6), where they are apart for most of the book, it was fantastic to have a book

dedicated to mostly just them. We get to witness their relationship in more detail and feel the love

they have for each other grow even more. It was heartwarming, tender and emotional. There are a

few surprises that will have you oohing and awing!!- Love To ReadFrom HiJinks Ink Publishing and

Shannon Mayer comes The USA Today Bestselling RYLEE ADAMSON NOVELS. With over 1.5

million books sold, Shannon Mayer proves once again she can dominate her genre right out of the

gate."My name is Rylee and I am a Tracker."When children go missing, and the Humans have no

leads, I'm the one they call. I am their last hope in bringing home the lost ones. I salvage what they

cannot.After months of danger, running for my life, and dealing with one crisis after another, I'm

finally getting that vacation I deserve. I even get to take my favorite guardian with me for some

serious one on one time.Of course, when it comes to my life, even a vacation can turn ugly.And

when I say ugly, I mean monsters, magic and death. Just another day in the life of a Tracker.
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But hey, they tried. This is a Novella that's supposed to be read between books 6 and 7. I usually

don't bother with short in-between works like this, since they generally aren't all that important to the

overall series (and besides, I really don't care for short books). In this case, though, I'm glad that I

did.This short story showed some much needed romance between the lovers. Yes, there was still a

lot of action, because it seems like Rylee finds trouble even when Fate isn't forcing the issue. But it

also reinterated the prophecy details that have unfortunately become crystal clear to everyone

except Rylee.What really made it worthwhile to read as a short story was the introduction of a few

new characters, plus a couple of big surprises (which I definitely won't tell you about--sorry!) You

should read it for yourself, because it's worth the time to do so, and worth the cost of the book.

I just finished book 6.5 Guardian, I can't believe they just keep getting better and better.I was a

HUGE Anita Blake FAN THE first ten books in that SERIES are wonderful and I have read some of

them more than once, but as the books progressed they lost the story and the characters were just

flat.I bought every book hoping for the best but it never came AFFLICTION WAS THE LAST

STRAW NO MORE ANITA BLAKE FOR ME. I set out to find another series I could enjoy and boy

did I find it. You SHANNON MAYER ARE MY NEW FAVORITE AUTHOR. I bought all nine books

and it took me three days to get through six and a half.books I can't stop reading. My eye's are tired

and dry and I don't care... But then I read there is only going to be TEN books in this series? Oh

please say it isn't so, my HEART will be broken. I will read everything you put out, but this SERIES

IS NEAR AND DEAR TO MY HEART. I love everybody in it even some of the bad guys. I want to

slow down and savor the last books but I can't. Unforgettable characters like RYLEE AND LIAM

AND ALEX AND EVEN MILLY stay with you, I laughed and cried and just enjoyed the ride, I will be

sad when it ends.A BIG HUGE FAN. DEBRA R.

A nice romantic imterlude for our favourite couple, Rylee and Liam. At least it was supposed to be,

but predictably, our lovebirds get involved in some action packed mayhem. I like the direction of the

the last couple of books after the darker Book 4: Blind Salvage. It was great to have Rylee and Liam

interact again after Book 5: Tracker had them pursuing separate story lines. Normally short stories

leave me cold, but these between book novellas help to fill in the gap nicely. This makes for one



happy reader..

I've read 1-9 including all the shorts and this is one of the few series that I've re-read, and will

re-read again; one of the few that I'm taking the time to leave a review for. The character

development and interactions are superb, as is the world development. Not only are the main

characters well done, but all the secondary characters are amazing. I adore all of them good and

bad: Alex, Dox, Doran, Milly, Feris, etc etc. The plot is well done, and the subplots don't take away

or confuse the main story line. Absolutely worth your time to read!

This story was a little slower paced but being a fit in between Shannon's usual novels 6 - 7, it was a

wonderful story and such a happy and tearful ending! Rylee and Liam are trying for a short vacation

near a wolf pack in Russia. Liam learning some more about being a Guardian wolf and Rylee

looking for a lost child. As they say "no rest for the weary!" The story moved quickly and to a heart

warming ending.

WOW!! I loved this novella. It's focus is on Rylee and Liam, which is exactly what I needed. After

reading Tracker (book 6), where they are apart for most of the book, it was fantastic to have a book

dedicated to mostly just them. We get to witness their relationship in more detail and feel the love

they have for each other grow even more. It was heartwarming, tender and emotional. There are a

few surprises that will have you oohing and awing!!There is action of course, because Rylee can't

go anywhere and not find some kind of trouble brewing. I also loved getting to learn, along with

Liam, about his role and the power he has being the Guardian Wolf.This is a must read! Read it

between books 6 and 7 of the series.

Wow, finally Liam and Rylee got to be off together without all of Rylee's mixed family! It was a truly

touching story. Thank you so much for that, especially since it has been foretold of the Guardian's

death, as we all know. I still hope that he won't be killed in the end, no matter what has been

foretold, because to have a love like that and to loose it would absolutely destroy Rylee. Heck, if that

happens I'll cry buckets too! I have become so invested in this story, it's hard to wait between

books. I read this and its like I'm in the story, like a movie I'm watching instead of reading.. I would

recommend this series to everyone, it has a bit of everything. Thank you Shannon, I've spent many

hours happily reading you're books! Keep them coming please!!



Guardian is a novella set between books 6 & 7 in the Rylee Adamson series by Shannon Mayer that

gives some insight into Liam's condition as a guardian and Rylee's longed-for vacation.Visiting

Peter's peaceful werewolf pack in Russia, Liam can finally learn what it means to be the Wolf

Guardian, or the Great Wolf. Peter knew the last one, see. And Rylee can have her vacation, just

relaxing in the forest with the wolves and Liam.Until they are attacked, and the wolves won't fight

back. Determined to save the pack, even if they won't save themselves, Rylee and Liam set off to

find the Hunters and put a stop to this whole mess. But they might just accomplish more than that,

and find themselves along the way.
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